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Abstract 

 

The growth of humanity, the continuing expansion of the urban way of life and global 
economic growth are leading to a sharp increase in energy consumption. Compared to 

2017, the number of city dwellers is estimated to increase by more than 1.7 billion by 2040. 

Over the same period, global energy consumption is expected to be slightly more than a 
quarter higher than in 2017. By 2040, nearly 80% of global economic growth will come 

from improved productivity. This can be characterized by GDP / capita. Almost 40% of the 

expansion is expected to be generated by China and India. Improving living conditions will 

increase the camp of the middle class by more than 2.5 billion people, which will also lead 
to a further increase in energy demand. But will there be enough energy available in usable 

form to meet the growing demands? In addition to ensuring an increase in demand, does 

the policy address the replacement of existing but aging energy facilities? What energy mix 
will ensure security of energy supply in the coming decades, taking into account sustainable 

development and climate protection objectives? I will look for the answers to these 

questions in the next article.  
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1. Preamble 

 

The availability of usable forms of energy is an indispensable condition of modern societies 

and their economies. The ever-expanding use of energy brings new appearances into our everyday 

lives. The increase in energy consumption will be due to the increase in production on the one hand 

and the expansion of the population with access to energy on the other. The energy used is largely 

the result of an urbanized lifestyle. Compared to 2017, the number of city dwellers is estimated to 

increase by more than 1.7 billion by 2040. Over the same period, global energy consumption is 

expected to be slightly more than a quarter higher than in 2017. It should be noted that in the 

absence of policy measures, the increase would be four times this value. (WEO, 2018) 

By 2040, nearly 80% of global economic growth will come from improved productivity 

(Csiszárik-Kocsir – Varga, 2016a). This can be characterized by GDP / capita. Almost 40% of the 

expansion is expected to be generated by China and India. Improving living conditions will 
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increase the camp of the middle class by more than 2.5 billion people, which will also lead to a 

further increase in energy demand. Africa could account for nearly half of global population growth 

by 2040, but their share of economic growth is currently expected to remain below 10%. (BP, 2020) 

That is why Africa may come as a surprise to analysts. 

Economic development is sustainable if we can ensure that our descendants have access to 

living conditions that are suitable for human dignity. In this regard, our current energy use must be 

regulated in such a way that the climate of our planet remains suitable for the survival of human 

life, and on the other hand, we must reduce the exploitation of the Earth's resources (Remsei, 2018). 

Electrification can be the most effective tool for energy efficiency and climate protection. 

Expanding the use of electricity will make it possible to significantly reduce specific energy 

consumption and advance clean energy sources, ie carbon-free energy production, through the rise 

of automated technologies. The following figure illustrates the minimum share of electricity that 

must be achieved in total energy consumption in order for economic and social development to 

remain sustainable. 

 

 

1. Figure: The share of electricity in sustainable development in% of final consumption. 

(WEO, 2019) 

 

 

 

However, in order to achieve the goals shown in the figure above, the necessary power plant 

capacities must be provided. 

I would like to draw attention to the fact that, in addition to the construction of new power 

plants capable of following the pace of expansion, this will also require the renewal or replacement 

of existing but continuously aging power plants, as will be seen below. 
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2. Literature rewiev 

 

2.1.Aging and development of power plants 

 

Power plants have a planned lifespan. Lifetime-extending investments also extend the 

operating deadline only for a finite period of time, which is why their development, renewal and 

replacement are justified (Csiszárik-Kocsir, 2016a; 2016b; Csiszárik-Kocsir – Molnár, 

2019)(Csiszárik-Kocsir – Varga, 2016b). In addition to meeting the ever-increasing demand for 

electricity, the aging and shutdown of operating capacities must also be taken into account when 

planning the capacity of energy supply systems. The following figure shows very clearly the 

components of the planned capacity renewal and expansion for the period 2018-2040 and its 

system-wide scheme in a global context. 

 

2. Figure: Aging and expansion of the global power plant park. (WEO, 2018) 

 

 

More than a third of the total installed capacity in the world in 2018 will be shut down 

during the period under review, ie by 2040. This means the closure of a production plant with a 

total capacity of approximately 2,500 GW. More than half of decommissioned power plants 

represent fossil fuel technology. Their typical age is over 30 years. Based on their fuel distribution, 

half of the power plants represent oil, one third coal and one fifth natural gas technology. For some 

countries, this process also means eliminating the entire coal-fired power plant fleet. Of the 

renewable production technologies, a total of 950 GW of power is to be said. With the exception 

of hydropower plants, most have a design life of 25 years, which is quite short in the world of 

power plants. (WEO, 2018) 

Nuclear power plants can be said to be quite old. Extending their uptime is hampered by 

many uncertainties. More than 60% of the nearly 400 GW power plant currently in operation is 
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over 30 years old. The design life of the reactors currently in operation at the plant was between 

30 and 40 years. In most developed economies with built-in nuclear capacity, two-thirds of the 

nuclear fleet is older than 30 years. Of these, almost 60 GW are older than 40 years. Many countries 

have recognized the key role of nuclear power plants in climate protection and security of supply, 

and investments have been made to extend their lifetime. The most significant of these include 

licenses for 99 reactors issued in the US, 85 of which can have a lifespan of 60 years with a 20-

year extension, and four can expand production capacity from 60 to 80 years. This includes the 

extension of the operating time of the four units of MVM Paks Nuclear Power Plant by 20 years. 

The Czech Republic is currently reviewing the design documentation submitted by the four 

Dukovany units with a view to extending the service life by a further 20-20 years. Fifteen of the 

French-based EDF reactors operating in the United Kingdom have been granted a 40-year 

extension permit. Sweden has also decided to extend the operating time for the five operating 

reactors. Canada is renovating ten reactors that will extend the life of much of its fleet until 2050. 

(WEO, 2018) 

These renovations also present significant challenges. The Fukushima Daiichi nuclear 

accident in Japan in 2011 brought new safety requirements to the industry. Many countries have 

raised security levels and implemented the stress test. New designs already come with enhanced 

security features that include passive protection features. Public acceptance of nuclear energy is 

also a problem in several countries. Germany, Belgium and the Chinese province of Thaipei are 

planning to phase out nuclear technologies. Low electricity market prices also make it difficult to 

finance investments needed to upgrade reactors.  

This is especially true for part of the European Union and the United States. Low market 

prices also jeopardize the economics of power plants that have already been extended. Several 

power plants in the U.S. have indicated that they will be forced to shut down prematurely due to 

their economic difficulties. The nuclear sector is facing a serious challenge in some regions, where 

low renewable and natural gas prices may call into question the issuance of extension licenses. 

New power plant installations could also be put in a difficult position by low market prices and 

ever-tightening safety requirements. (WEO, 2018) In my opinion, the establishment of security of 

electricity supply requires long-term, complex strategic planning, for which the current electricity 

market indicators represent only one of the many inputs. Oversizing this current electricity price 

value poses a multifaceted risk for the future.  

The domestic power plant park is also characterized by global trends. According to the 

forecast of MAVIR, out of the almost 9500 MW installed capacity currently in operation, due to 

their aging, we can take into account only 5326 MW by 2029, while by 2033 we can take into 

account only 3908 MW of total large industrial power plant capacity. From the small power plants 

still in operation, we can calculate by 2033 with a capacity of about 849 MW. 
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3. Sources remaining in the Electricity System and expected peak load. (MAVIR, 2020) 

 

 

 

The above graph illustrates the aging process of various domestic power plant technologies 

and the expected growth trend of consumer demand in the time period from 2020 to 2035. The 

growing gap between the two curves envisages power plant renewals, capacity replenishments and 

power plant park expansion. Security of energy supply must be underpinned by policy strategy 

planning work. Design inputs are the result of complex analyzes. Account should be taken, inter 

alia, of economy, forecasting, climate protection, maintenance of primary power supply, 

integration of renewable energy producers into the system, reduction of import exposure, 

resilience, grid controllability and the European energy strategy. 

 

2.2.A clean planet for all 

 

2.2.1. Protecting our planet 

 

In 2018, the European Commission (EC) produced a report entitled "Europe's long-term 

strategic vision for a prosperous, modern, competitive and climate-neutral economy" entitled "A 

Clean Planet for All". Document sent to European Parliament, European Council, European 

Economic and Social Committee, Committee of the Regions, European Investment Bank 

(Csiszárik-Kocsir – Varga, 2017). 

The Communication details the root causes of climate change and its negative impacts. As 

global warming accelerates, extreme weather events are becoming more frequent and intense. We 

are experiencing the devastating effects of the warming of the Arctic Circle, droughts, floods, heat 
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waves, forest fires and hurricanes more and more often. In its October 2018 report, the 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) analyzed in detail the causes, consequences 

and future scenarios of the 1 Celsius global average temperature increase compared to the pre-

industrial revolution. It presents the expected consequences of further warm-up steps with a 

scientific basis. Without policy interventions, the average temperature increase could reach 2 

Celsius by 2060. In this case, the current ecological balance may change in 13% of the land areas 

of our planet. Only 1% of the coral reefs can remain and with the complete disappearance of the 

northern ice cap, sea levels could rise by up to 7 m, which will result in flooding of low-lying 

shorelines. Extreme weather events currently affect 5% of Europe's citizens, but in 2017 this meant 

an additional cost of € 283 billion. Without policy measures, by 2100, two thirds of the European 

population could be affected.  

During this period, more than 15% of the Mediterranean could become infertile due to 

drought. Migration from the vicinity of North Africa and the Mediterranean Sea may result in the 

outbreak of wars and the disintegration of economic and social stability. As a result of policy 

interventions, we can lay the foundations for sustainable development and security in the region. 

(EB, 2018) 

 

2.2.2. Prospects for a prosperous, modern, competitive and climate-neutral economy in 

Europe 

 

The 2050 strategy includes efforts to implement Europe's and global climate protection 

plans. In addition to preserving the policy goals, it contains the proposed ways to achieve them and 

the possible directions. The key goal is to achieve net zero emissions of greenhouse gases by 2050 

without economic and social shocks. Meeting the expectations set by the United Nations and the 

Paris Convention is crucial in setting targets. 10% of global greenhouse gas emissions are 

attributable to EU Member States. The highest emission value in the EU so far was in 1979. Thanks 

to the energy transition launched, the 54% GDP growth achieved between 1990 and 2016 was 

achieved with a 2% energy reduction and a 22% emission reduction. As a result of EU climate 

protection measures, new economic sectors have emerged, expanding the labor market and, as a 

result of these developments, also making it possible to reduce costs. One of the best examples is 

that, with an 8% increase compared to 2005, the share of renewable energy use reached 17% by 

2017. EC makes energy efficiency and renewable energy a key priority for EU Energy Union. 

Emissions trading regulations aim to strike a balance between carbon emissions and removals. 

Targets for 2030 are expected to improve energy efficiency by 32.5% and renewables by 32% for 

final energy consumption. All this with a 40% reduction in emissions compared to 1990 levels. An 

essential element of the guidelines is that carbon neutrality by 2050 can be achieved by extracting 

emissions from one sector, for example through afforestation. Bold ideas can only be realized 

through a broad collaboration that affects all sections of society. In addition to creating 

sustainability, joint efforts also mean an increase in the quality of life of citizens. (EB, 2018) 
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2.2.3. Transition to a zero - emission economy 

 

The key figure in social and economic modernization is the citizen and the consumer, the 

human factor. The direction of the future is towards smart systems provided by digitalisation, which 

will change all energy sectors and transport for end-user convenience. Research and development 

and innovation are playing a greater role than ever before. The competitive situation will be 

sharpened by developing economies. In the European Union, almost 75% of greenhouse gas 

emissions are related to energy consumption. The revolutionary transformation of smart solutions 

and technologies is leading to an energy transition that integrates innovation, culminating in a zero-

emissions approach. It is up to decision-makers and business leaders to integrate innovative 

solutions into technical structures as quickly as possible, so that the most effective tools underpin 

the achievement of objectives. Scenarios were developed to prepare decisions according to 

different criteria. In the following, the essential elements of these will be described without 

claiming to be exhaustive. A common basis for the scenarios is to maintain EU energy and climate 

policy and compliance with the Paris Convention. Alternatives evaluate the use of electrification, 

energy efficiency, synthetic gases, the circular economy, and the intensity of the energy transition 

in different ways. Five scenarios aim at achieving zero emissions, but taking into account the 

carbon sequestration capacity of forestry, a reduction of up to 85% in emissions seems to be 

achievable by 2050 compared to 1990 levels. (EB, 2018) 

Among the key findings of the scenarios are energy efficiency efforts extended to 

households.  

This sector accounts for 40% of energy consumption, so automation through electrification 

provides an opportunity to further improve energy intensity in this sector as well. Energy use is 

still largely provided by fossil fuels. With the spread of the use of renewable energies in the energy 

transition, we get electricity that can be used directly for electrification. The EU's exposure to 55% 

of gas and oil imports in 2018 could fall to around 20% by 2050. There are also bolder plans to 

reduce fossil imports. The emergence of renewables will create new jobs, lead to significant 

emissions and cost reductions. The reduction in energy import costs is projected to be as high as € 

3 billion between 2031 and 2050. By 2050, the share of renewable generation in electricity 

generation could reach 80%, with at least 15% of nuclear energy providing clean electricity for 

smart systems. In addition to the use of renewable energies, the IPCC reports also consider the 

production of nuclear power plants to be necessary in the fight against climate change. Ocean 

energy is an area of development for renewable production. The use of electricity in the transport 

industry and the heating sectors will also make it possible to increase decarbonisation. In addition 

to the direct use of electricity, it can also be used to produce synthetic gases such as hydrogen or 

methane. Synthetic gases can be used directly as an energy source or mixed into gas networks to 

provide clean energy. They can play an important role in storing the surplus of clean energy 

produced from renewable or nuclear sources. By producing synthetic gases, we can achieve long-

term energy storage goals. There are also many opportunities for the use of clean energy in 

transport. In land transport, the use of electric drives and synthetic gases will be typical through 

various technologies. What is interesting about the guideline is the introduction of biofuels for 

aviation. Three quarters of the European population live in cities. Local transport systems offer 

great potential for successful energy transition through innovation and smart systems. In the field 

of industry, electrification and the penetration of synthetic gases open a new phase. The efficient 
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use and recovery of key raw materials is becoming important. New products of industrial 

production will also change market conditions. Without infrastructure improvements, 

digitalisation, automation and energy transition would not be possible. There is a need to develop 

communication networks, electricity plants, gas pipelines and storage facilities, as well as transport 

routes and a smart charging network. The importance of developing bioenergy production is 

highlighted by feeding the European population, which will grow by 30% by 2050, taking biomass 

as a primary source and the carbon sequestration capacity of vegetation. CCUS technologies need 

to be developed for negative CO2 emissions. This means extracting more carbon dioxide from the 

atmosphere than we emit. There is still a long way to go before developers and innovators can 

achieve the economy and commercial maturity of the technology. (EB, 2018) 

 

4. Structural composition of the greenhouse gas emission requirement to maintain a global 

average temperature increase of 1.5 ° C (EB, 2018) 

 

CO2-től eltérő, más   Other than CO2, different 

CO2-től eltérő, mezőgazdaság Other than CO2, agriculture 

Lakás    Residential 

Közlekedés    Transport 

Ipar    Industry 

Energia    Energy 

Szén-dioxid-kivonó technológiák Carbon capture technologies 

Földhasználati ágazat  Land use sector 

Nettó kibocsátás   Net issuance 
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Meeting the emission reduction expectations outlined in the figure above, presented by 

sector, is fraught with challenges and pitfalls. Scenarios and recommendations have been made for 

possible ways of implementation. In order to preserve and further develop globally sustainable 

development and the security, social and economic achievements of the European Union, it is 

necessary to unite political and economic leaders and make energy-conscious personal decisions 

of the entire population. 

A Clean Planet for all EU document prefers renewable production to nuclear-based 

production, although nuclear power plant production has significant CO2 reduction potential. The 

EU will also build this on its future trade and credit support system. There are still serious 

professional and political debates on this issue, in which "pro-nuclear" member states and nuclear 

organizations, such as FORATOM, propose to change it, to add a realistic alternative and a 

functional one to take due account of nuclear energy. 

 

The amount of electricity produced stably and economically by MVM Paks Nuclear Power 

Plant is decisive for the security of supply and climate protection in Hungary, which provides 

almost half of the amount of electricity produced within the domestic production structure, with a 

capacity utilization factor of over 90%. The 20-year extension of the nuclear power plant will 

expire between 2032 and 2037 for all four units, so capacity must be maintained. 

 

2.3.Maintaining domestic nuclear capacity 

 

The first edition of the National Energy Strategy 2030 in 2011 and the revised version 

issued in 2020 also give a special role to the maintenance of domestic nuclear capacity, which will 

serve security of supply and climate protection through emission-free production for a long time. 

It reduces import dependence because fuel from countries with stable social conditions can be 

stored well for years due to its high energy density. Basic power line production is an essential part 

of an electricity system. In Hungary, line production is provided by the lignite-fired Mátra Power 

Plant and the MVM Paks Nuclear Power Plant. By 2037, both of our currently operating base plants 

will be missing from the production structure. Taking into account the domestic conditions, we can 

ensure their replacement in a climate-friendly way by retaining the basic power plant functions 

only by using nuclear energy. In addition to increased safety, the latest generation of nuclear power 

plants must already have maneuverability as required by ENTSO-E. This means the ability to 

change the power value between 50 ÷ 100%. 

The Atomic Act of Hungary, ie Act CXVI of 1996, covers all activities related to the use 

of nuclear energy. Parliamentary Resolution 40/2008 authorized the Government to start the 

preparatory activities necessary for the expansion of the nuclear power plant to maintain nuclear 

capacity. On 30 March 2009, the Parliament, acting by a 93.6% majority, decided unanimously 

that, as a follow-up to the preparatory work begun by the Government, preparations for the new 

establishment could begin at the Paks site. Based on the order of the Government, the 
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implementation of the task was started by MVM Zrt. Under the name Lévai Projekt, as a result of 

which the Preliminary Consultation Document was completed in 2012. The material prepared as 

part of the environmental permitting procedure identified the blocks that could be considered for 

the technical and load requirements at the domestic system level. (Aszódi, Boros, 2015) 

In addition to the domestic system-level requirements, the selection of the possible 

technology had to take into account 118/2011. Government Decree together with the annexes to 

the Nuclear Safety Regulations (NUC) and the relevant international standards. As a technology 

for the new units to be implemented in Paks, a type with a high reference and operational 

experience could still be considered. The most common type of reactor in the world is Pressurized 

Water Reactor (PWR) technology with light water cooling and light water moderator. The line 

continues with the Boiling Water Reactor (BWR), however, events in Fukushima have significantly 

reduced its acceptance. The two-circuit design of the PWR reactors allows the primary side 

refrigerant not to come into contact with the secondary circuit equipment, i.e. the turbine island 

and its associated technological units. Only one-fifth of the globally under construction blocks are 

not of the PWR type. The Hungarian nuclear installation regulations are not exclusive, so they do 

not contain a mandatory type of reactor, but the required technical and safety parameters must 

correspond to the characteristics of the possible reactors. Currently, 3rd and 3+ generation 

technologies can be implemented. The difference between them is in the level of development of 

security systems. The safety systems of the 3+ generation power plants, integrating the experience 

of the Fukushima accident, have the advantages of events beyond the design basis and the use of 

passive safety systems, attaching special importance to protection against external hazards.  

The study leading to the selection of the technology involved the AP1000 / Westinghouse, 

APR-1400 / KEPCO, EPR / Areva and VVER-1200 / Rosatom reactors. (Aszódi, 2017) 

The primary consideration for selecting a manufacturer of new Paks blocks is to meet the 

highest level of safety requirements. NBSZ 3a. Chapter  has very strict requirements for new 

installations. Only a nuclear power plant unit can be established for which it is true that the expected 

cumulative frequency of events causing more severe zone damage is below 10-5 / year. Damage 

or melting of the zone must not cause significant release to the environment. Significant effects on 

the radioactive environment should remain below 10-6 / year. In the case of new reactors, the 

design basis needs to be extended. To prevent the consequences of initial events from having a 

significant effect on the environment, they must also have adequate protection in the event of a 

complete power failure or loss of the entire refrigerant. However, in the event of a major accident, 

safety must be guaranteed by the engineering systems. In addition to the requirements of the NBSZ, 

active safety systems must be able to withstand design failures. These include emergency zone 

cooling, emergency boron and emergency supply water systems. Security philosophy requires 

fourfold redundancy. Passive safety systems provide protection in the event of events beyond the 

design base extension. In the absence of an active cooling system, the passive heat dissipation 

system is capable of extracting 200 MW of heat. Part of the passive cooling system is a 450 m3 

top-open water tank per steam generator, which also provides passive cooling of the containment 

if necessary. Should zone melting still occur, the zone melt trap will trap and cool the melt passing 

through the reactor vessel. Subtype V491 of the VVER-1200 reactor meeting the above 

requirements has been selected to maintain the capacity of MVM Paks Nuclear Power Plant. The 

zone damage frequency of the selected reactor type is 6x10-7 / year and the calculated frequency 
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of significant early radioactive release is 2x10-8 / year. Both values are well below the expected 

limit. (Aszódi, Boros, 2015) 

 

5. VVER 1200 containment. (Aszódi, Boros, 2015) 

 

 

The selected reactor type is the VVER-1200 V491 reference facility at the Leningrad II 

power plant, the first unit of which was networked from 9 March 2018. The units with a thermal 

capacity of 3,200 MW and an electrical capacity of 1,198 MW, respectively, have been scaled to a 

service life of 60 years with a net efficiency of 34.8%, a self-consumption of 7.1% and a capacity 

utilization factor of over 90%. The pressure of the primary circuit is 162 bar and the operating 

value of the secondary circuit is 68 bar. GE Alstom Arabelle 1000 type turbine island won the 

international procurement tender in 2018. (Rosatom ZAKUPKI) The production and delivery of 

the block control system was also won by the French-German consortium Framatome SAS-

Siemens AG in the Rosatom international public procurement tender in 2020. The primary cooling 

system consists of a steam generator placed horizontally in four loops. This design is only found 

in VVER reactors. In the zone we find 163 fuel cartridges with a height of 4.57 m and an external 

diameter of 3.16 m. The reactor is controlled by comb control elements. The initial enrichment 
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value of the fuel is 4.79% and it contains gadolinium burning poison for a 12-month campaign. 

Reactor vessel wall thickness 20 cm, material carbon steel, with internal clad austenitic layer. The 

reactor vessel has a height of 11.2 m and a weight of 330 tons. Each steam generator contains 

11,000 heat exchanger tubes with a surface area of 6,100 m2 between the primary and secondary 

circuit. From the steam generators we find four units with a length of 14 m each. The entire primary 

circuit, including the reactor and steam generators, is enclosed by a double-walled containment 

designed with a 2.4 m thick and 51.6 m diameter pedestal made of reinforced concrete with an 

internal diameter of 44 m. On the side of the prestressed 120 cm thick inner wall to prevent escape, 

there is a 6 mm stainless steel mantle facing the reactor.  

The outer wall can protect the integrity of the primary circuit equipment even from the 

impact of the largest passenger aircraft currently on the market. (Aszódi, Boros, 2015) 

The transport of the two new reactor units was signed on 14 January 2014 between Hungary 

and Russia (IGA). The gross value of the contract is EUR 12.5 billion, which includes the key-turn 

delivery of 2 AES 2006 units. The main contractor for the construction of the Russian State Atomic 

Energy Group has been placed under the responsibility of Roszatom. Under its agreement with the 

European Union, Roszatom procures 55% of its total supply through international competition. 

Authorization is proceeding according to schedules updated as a result of external impacts 

previously experienced by the project. The power plant already has an environmental and site 

permit. In 2017, the European Commission launched several investigations into Paks II. project 

screening. All studies ended with a favorable result for the project. On the part of the EU, all 

obstacles to the implementation of the investment have been removed. The documentation of the 

application for a construction permit, which is several hundred thousand pages, is planned to be 

submitted to the HAEA and the MEKH by 30 June 2020. In the summer of 2019, with the 

permission of the HAEA and MEKH, the construction and installation of the office and service 

buildings subject to the building permit, which are part of the parade-construction area (CEB), 

began. Prior to this, the project had obtained the Environmental, Water and Site Permit in 

accordance with the requirements of the relevant international and domestic legislation. 
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6. No. 5 and 6 of the Paks enlargement. visual design of its blocks. (Paks II.) 

 

 

 

2.4.The first National Energy Strategy 2030 (2011) 

 

The use of energy is of paramount importance in creating social and economic stability. In 

addition to enhancing the well-being of citizens, law enforcement, national security and national 

defense are only possible with the continuous availability of energy. All responsible governments 

will set out an energy strategy for decades to meet today's energy needs in order to secure future 

demand. The work on the preparation of the first Hungarian energy strategy started in August 2010 

with the involvement of more than a hundred key professional, scientific, economic and social 

actors and commissions.  

The National Energy Strategy 2030 document was prepared in 2011 and its implementation was 

formalized by the Resolution 77/2011 (X. 14) of the National Assembly. The document focuses on 

a change of attitude. Formulate the necessary guidelines and proposals based on climate protection 

and sustainable economic growth to set the path for energy development. 

Getting to know the global processes serves the proper placement of the domestic security 

of supply strategy in the international environment. Key global conditions include the depletion 

and ownership of primary energy sources, vulnerability to energy imports, stricter environmental 

standards, the advance of electrification in energy sectors, the effects of climate change on 

economic planning and the prioritization of critical infrastructures. (Nemzeti Energiastratégia 

2030, 2011) 

We can ensure sustainability by realizing the well-being of our current energy use in a way 

that allows future generations to enjoy their own comfort. The motto of the document is 

"independence from energy dependency". In 2010, 62% of our energy consumption came from 

imported fossil fuels. At that time, MVM Paks Nuclear Power Plant covered 42% of the domestic 

electricity production. (National Energy Strategy 2030, 2011) 
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For instruments leading to energy independence, one of the recommendations is to develop 

a flexible dual-function option in the structure of agricultural production that prioritises alternatives 

to food and energy use. Nuclear-based energy is essential in expanding electrification. Network 

stability needs to be increased through the expansion of cross-border capacities.  

Domestic lignite assets can also serve as a safety reserve, and as a result of the 

developments, it can reduce import dependence through clean coal technology. Emphasis is placed 

on the development of technologies, the controllability of the system and the economic 

opportunities as a condition for the use of renewable resources. Within the primary energy 

structure, it projected a 20% renewable share by 2030. In the renewable structure, biogas, biomass, 

geothermal energy and weather-dependent solar and wind energy are key technologies. The 

document also deals with the recovery of industrial and residential waste for energy purposes, 

which can no longer be used in its material. In terms of tools, the wisest statement in terms of 

shaping attitudes is that "unused energy is the cheapest and most environmentally friendly". 

Improving energy efficiency and energy intensity is needed to reduce the use of primary energy 

sources. In 2010, 40% of all domestic energy used was consumed by the buildings sector. The 

thermal and technical modernization of the flats was justified by the fact that a flat with the same 

floor area in Vienna could be heated with half as much energy in 2011 as in Budapest. (National 

Energy Strategy 2030, 2011) 

The role of nuclear energy, analyzed from many directions, is essential for the domestic 

economy. The extremely favorable electricity producer price level is one of the pillars of ensuring 

competitiveness. Without the production of carbon-free electricity with a share of more than 40% 

in the domestic electricity generation structure, our climate protection commitments would not be 

able to be fulfilled. This amount of energy is produced by the nuclear power plant as a primary 

power plant in line production with the highest availability and power utilization indicators. The 

strategic goals meet the 1.5% annual consumption growth trend and the parallel EU 

decarbonisation expectations justify the long-term maintenance of nuclear energy. The proposal 

includes the establishment of new units to replace aging units, and even considers the expansion of 

the share of nuclear energy to be considered in the 2011 policy with nuclear units replacing other 

technologies that have been lost to the power plant fleet. These measures could also contribute to 

achieving the European Union's emission reduction targets of up to 95% by 2050. Nuclear safety 

must be subordinated to all other aspects and interests. The operating units must be constantly 

modernized and strict professional supervision of the operation is a basic requirement. The issue 

of the national economy at the level of the national economy cannot be neglected either, the 

expansion of maintaining employment as far as possible, and the support of professional training. 

From the point of view of energy and future awareness, attitude formation is essential in the factual 

knowledge of energy sources and transformation technologies, as well as in making personal 

responsible decisions on the feasibility of energy efficiency. (National Energy Strategy 2030, 2011) 
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2.5.Examination of the new National Energy Strategy for nuclear power generation 

 

Global trends also affect domestic processes. Therefore, in the global energy transition, 

Hungary must also fulfill its obligations according to its position and national characteristics and 

adapt to modernization efforts. As a member of the European Union, following the EU directives 

and regulations, the Hungarian recommendations necessary for the sustainable and climate-neutral 

transformation of the energy sector must be formulated with the interests of Hungarian citizens in 

mind. It was in this spirit that the first National Energy Strategy 2030 was revised. 

Maintains and further strengthens energy independence, energy security, decarbonisation 

and low overhead costs as a priority for the new energy strategy. Hungary is not rich in 

conventional energy sources, so renewable energy, which is essential for achieving the above goals, 

is to be supplemented by renewable production. In addition to the continuous increase of energy 

independence, security of supply is not only a welfare and economic issue, but also a matter of 

national security. The aim of reducing import dependence does not mean that cross-border 

capacities for electricity and gas transmission lines should not be further developed in the interests 

of security of supply and the benefits of the European electricity market. The use of renewable 

energies will play a key role in the energy transition, but the modernization of the sectors with the 

highest energy demand cannot do without the benefits of nuclear energy. In the long run, the 

domestic energy transition is based on the joint production of nuclear energy and solar energy, as 

well as on climate protection and security of supply efforts. In the current electricity generation 

structure, without maintaining the almost 50% share of MVM Paks Nuclear Power Plant, the 

domestic commitment that at least 90% of the electricity generated by our power plants would 

come from carbon-free sources would not be fulfilled by 2030. Contributing to the success of the 

energy transition is the fact that the extension of the operating time of the four units of MVM Paks 

Nuclear Power Plant was completed successfully in 5 years by the end of 2017. With the permission 

of the National Atomic Energy Authority, the possibility of operating the four reactors was 

expanded for another 20 years after the expiration of 30 years. Increasing fuel cycle time from the 

previous 12 months to 15 months will facilitate waste disposal tasks and improve unit capacity 

utilization. A further 30 MW increase in capacity is the turbine refurbishment project completed in 

2019, which has modernized the eight units over four years. A Paks II. The project became clear 

before the implementation of the project, after the investigations launched by the European 

Commission were successfully completed for Hungary. (National Energy Strategy 2030, 2020) 
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7. Specific CO2 emissions of EU Member States in electricity generation in 2019. (Paks II., 

2020) 

 

 

Thanks to the production volume of MVM Paks Nuclear Power Plant, Hungary produced 

almost 56% of carbon-free electricity in 2019. Of this, nuclear-based production accounted for 

more than 50% of points, while total renewable sources accounted for less than 6%. The clean 

energy produced by the nuclear power plant puts Hungary in the midfield of European countries. 

With this result, Hungary is ahead of some countries with a much higher share of renewables, 

approaching the EU average. 

The European Union wants all Member States' economies to grow at zero emissions by 

2050. According to the policy calculations, the implementation of this would cost Hungary HUF 

50,000 billion. The basic philosophy of Hungary is that those who have played a role in causing 

the climate crisis also undertake the obligations of the member states in proportion to their previous 

pollution emissions. Climate protection measures should also be weighted according to pollution 

levels. Hungary can only meet the requirement for zero emissions with burden sharing. It should 

not be the goal of leading an economic community to make the economy work with unrealistic 

objectives. Hungary's commitment can only be based on realistic and achievable foundations. 

Hungary will increase the share of clean energies by ensuring social welfare by applying technical 

developments to the greatest extent and achieving sustainable economic development. According 

to the data of the National Inventory Report issued in 2019, the value of domestic greenhouse gas 

emissions in 2017 was 63.8 Mt carbon dioxide equivalent. The same characteristic in 1990 was 

93.7 Mt CO2eq. This change represented a decrease of 31.9% over the period. (National Energy 

Strategy 2030, 2020) 
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8. The level of greenhouse gas emissions between 1990 and 2017. (National Energy 

Strategy 2030, 2020) 

 

Energy IPPU 

Agriculture Waste 

 

The largest share of total emissions can be attributed to the energy sector with a share of 

72%. It is clear from the graph that the concomitant consequence of the political change and the 

decline in production caused by the 2008 economic crisis is also a reduction in emissions. The 

decline in industry (Industrial Processes and Product Use) and the agricultural sector was also 

reflected in the decline in energy demand. 

As part of the strategy, extending decarbonisation could also reduce import dependence. The 

strategy consists of four programs as follows: 

• The interest of the Hungarian consumer is paramount; 

• Increasing security of supply; 

• Energy transition for climate protection; 

• Incorporation of technical developments and innovations 

(National Energy Strategy 2030, 2020) 

The new energy strategy breaks the above programs into further projects. The capacity-

maintaining investment of MVM Paks Nuclear Power Plant has been included in the climate-

friendly development program of the energy sector as a project to be implemented. (National 

Energy Strategy 2030, 2020) In my opinion, the long-term maintenance of nuclear power 

generation and, as part of this, the Paks II. investment will serve all four programs. 

Let us first review the targets for the period of the domestic energy transition until 2030 from 

the side of gas consumption. The use of natural gas accounted for 32.5% of Hungary's total final 

energy consumption. Almost half of natural gas consumption can be attributed to household use, 

mainly for heating purposes. Only one third of the inhabited dwellings used for their intended 

purpose can be called energetically modern, the larger part needs modernization. Only one-fifth of 
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consumer demand has been supplied from domestic production in recent years. Domestic biogas 

production capacity will be able to replace up to 1% of natural gas demand by 2030. Despite energy 

efficiency and district heating projects, gas imports are expected to fall from the current 80% by 

2030 to just around 70%. (National Energy Strategy 2030, 2020) 

In my opinion, it would be worthwhile to create a scenario that would take into account a greater 

reduction in the use of natural gas in the event of greater electrification than previously planned. 

This could also affect a stronger transformation of the building, industry and energy sectors. The 

extra electricity needed for this could be generated by investing in additional renewable and even 

nuclear technologies.  

Electricity consumption accounted for an average of 32% of imports per year over the five 

years from 2013. The nuclear power plant is the emission-free technology that is always available 

in Hungary. Nuclear technology would be complemented in the future by photovoltaic solar power 

plants, which also produce without emissions. The production of photovoltaic technology is 

weather-dependent, so their integration into a significant system for network stability is not 

possible without expanding resilience capacities. In addition to controllability, the electricity 

network must be prepared for decentralized supply points that are completely different from the 

previous centralized production method. New renewables and small and household power plants 

can often reverse the flow of electricity even at low and medium voltages. A complete restructuring 

of the existing electricity network system is required, which will mean network expansion, 

protection and automation system modifications. Once the 2000 MW photovoltaic volume is 

reached, economic, technical analysis and planning should provide the basis for launching further 

solar investments. In order to reach the target of 90% of carbon-free electricity by 2030, the policy 

envisages more than 6,000 MW of solar power capacity by that date, which could increase to 

12,000 MW by 2040. In addition to the flexibility reserves, the creators of the strategy count on 

the help of at least one million smart meters in the regulation of the network. If the above is met, 

electricity imports could fall below 20% by 2040. (National Energy Strategy 2030, 2020) 

As the integration of photovoltaic solar power plants into the system still requires a number of 

proven suitability and integration of research and development and innovation, the degree of 

integration of the solar power plant capacity formulated by the new energy strategy contains 

uncertainties based on assumptions. I also propose to carry out a system-wide technical and 

economic study of a scenario in which security of supply and import independence are possibly 

enhanced by a new generation of state-of-the-art nuclear reactors, even after the commercialization 

of SMR (Small Modular Reactors). we could implement. In this case, the achievement of the 

system stability and decarbonisation goals could perhaps include fewer uncertainties relying on the 

results of subsequent developments and innovations. The participation of specialized educational 

institutions and design offices in the development with the support of the policy can serve to 

strengthen the Hungarian professional background. 
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The electricity produced by the Mátra Power Plant is the second largest domestic primary 

energy conversion volume after the amount of nuclear-based energy. In 2018, coal combustion still 

accounted for 14.57% of the domestic production structure, however, in 2019 the aging coal 

technology contributed only 12.4% to its own power plant production. It operates as the only large 

power plant in the eastern region of Hungary. It has been reliably supplying the national system 

with electricity and heat to its local consumers for many decades, both as a basic power plant and 

as a scheduled power plant through its controllability. Hungary's largest emitting plant accounts 

for almost half of the energy sector's CO2 emissions and is responsible for 14% of Hungary's CO2 

emissions. Coal blocks will be phased out due to aging and their operating license expiring by 

2029. It is necessary to ensure the renewal of the lost capacity, for which the use of the existing 

power plant and mining site facilities also offers a good opportunity. The role of the power plant 

in the region is characterized by the fact that it directly and indirectly plays a key role in the 

livelihoods of approximately 27,000 people through jobs and employment. (National Energy 

Strategy 2030, 2020) 

Of the forecasts, it is worth examining the distribution of domestic electricity consumption by 

sector for the first time. Based on the modeling of the National Energy and Climate Plan, an average 

annual growth of 1.92% is expected in the total gross domestic consumption. In the 5 years prior 

to 2018, this value was 1.82%. (National Energy Strategy 2030, 2020) 

 

9. The structure of domestic gross electricity consumption(GWh) between 2016 and 2040. 

(National Energy Strategy 2030, 2020) 

 

Residential+services Industry 

Transport Other 

 

Industrial production increases its consumption by an annual average of 3%. The carbon 

offsetting efforts of transport are also confirmed by the significant increase in electricity demand 
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in the sector. The increase in electricity consumption will also be reflected in road and rail mobility, 

which could result in an annual electricity demand of up to 4.4 TWh by 2040. The electricity 

implications of agriculture are in the other category. The trend in the use of the residential sector 

shows an interesting picture. With the expansion of electrification, the rate of electricity 

consumption in households will initially increase, and then the automation provided by 

digitalization and the development of electrical appliances will improve the efficiency of use, 

which will lead to a decrease in the amount of energy required. (National Energy Strategy 2030, 

2020) 

The current installed total capacity of the Hungarian Electricity System (VER) is 9441.8 MW 

based on the processed data at the end of 2019. Of which 2012.8 MW for nuclear, 1166.3 MW for 

coal and lignite, 4111.8 MW for natural gas combustion, 1729.8 MW for renewable. (MAVIR, 

2020) 

 

10. Power plant scenarios until 2040. (National Energy Strategy 2030, 2020) 

 

Beépített kapacitás, MW  Installed capacity, MW 

2017-es tény    2017 fact 

Jelenlegi intézkedések   Current measures 

Földgáz kapacitáspótlás   Natural gas capacity replacement 

Átmenet nélküli dekarbonizáció  Decarbonation without transition 

Földgáz és megújuló   Natural gas and renewable 

Kiegyensúlyozott   Balanced 

PV-központú    PV-centric 
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Szén     Coal 

Földgáz    Natural gas 

Olaj     Oil 

Szél     Wind 

Biomassza    Biomass 

Egyéb megújuló   Other renewable 

 

Analyzing the above figure, in case of fulfillment of the “current measures”, Unit 4 of the 

MVM Paks Nuclear Power Plant will be shut down in 2037. its new reactors, on the other hand, 

produce at rated load. Due to aging, only 500 MW of the power plants that require natural gas will 

remain. Biomass capacity will be expanded with the installation of about 8,500 MW for solar 

energy utilization. A második forgatókönyv 1500 MW többlet gázturbina teljesítőképesség 

megjelenésével számol. In the transition-free decarbonisation version, in addition to the new 

nuclear units, the planned solar energy volume will be supplemented by significant wind and 

biomass technology with minimal gas turbine availability.  

The options also include an examination of the case if the nuclear capacity maintenance 

would not be realized by 2040 for some reason. In this case, gas turbine developments would come 

to the fore. In the “balanced” scenario, in addition to wind turbines, solar utilization would play a 

slightly smaller role, but a significant gas turbine would be available for regulation. In the case of 

photovoltaic dominance, the policy expects the wind farms still in the system to survive, but the 

wind energy-based expansion of the previous versions would also be triggered by the solar energy 

potential. (National Energy Strategy 2030, 2020) 

Reviewing the power plant scenarios examined by the energy strategy, it can be concluded 

that none of the variants contain coal-fired technology. This suggests that, according to the author 

of the document, there is little chance that CCUS clean coal technologies could be a competitive 

market alternative in the period under review. What is also striking among the capacity variants is 

that there is no additional base power plant technology in addition to the new Paks units. This, in 

turn, means that security of supply has to be solved by the system operator and electricity traders 

with weather-dependent renewable capacities that are largely several times above the installed 

nuclear power in Hungary, with some gas turbine support. As previously discussed, significant 

electrical inertia and reactive regulation will be lacking to maintain the electrical parameters of the 

network. There is another aspect to the dominance of weather-dependent technologies. Namely, 

the energy produced and consumed in the electricity system must be in balance. In the period of 

relatively low consumer demand, but exceptionally high in terms of renewable energy production, 

the power balance of the network can be ensured by regulating the power plants or storing the 

excess energy produced. In the absence of sunshine and wind, however, there may be a period of 

energy shortages when consumer demand can be met either by increasing import exposure or by 

launching costly and high-emission gas turbines. The establishment of energy storages to 

compensate for the high renewable share does not appear in any of the scenarios in the graph. This 

could pose risks to security of supply, system stability and compliance with climate protection 
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measures. In order to reduce the risks, in addition to the existing alternatives, an analysis of a 

scenario with additional nuclear capacity could be performed by displaying it over a longer period 

of time. This also expands the information available to the current policy to carefully design the 

design of a possible energy mix. 

 

Summary 

 

The availability of usable forms of energy is an indispensable condition of modern societies 

and their economies. The ever-expanding use of energy brings new appearances into our everyday 

lives. The increase in energy consumption will be due to the increase in production on the one hand 

and the expansion of the population with access to energy on the other. The energy used is largely 

the result of an urbanized lifestyle. Compared to 2017, the number of city dwellers is expected to 

increase by more than 1.7 billion by 2040. Over the same period, global energy consumption is 

expected to be slightly more than a quarter higher than in 2017. It should be noted that in the 

absence of policy measures, the increase would be four times this value. (WEO, 2018) 

In order to meet the growing demand for electricity globally and in Hungary, in addition to 

the construction of power plants ensuring the growth of consumption, it is also necessary to 

maintain and replace the currently operating aging generation capacities, taking into account the 

complex energy strategic aspects. These include knowledge of the European Energy Strategy. 

Maintains and further strengthens energy independence, energy security, decarbonisation, 

low overhead costs as a priority of the new national energy strategy. Hungary is not rich in 

conventional energy sources, therefore maintaining nuclear energy production is essential to 

achieve the above goals. As part of the national energy strategy, extending decarbonisation can 

also reduce import dependence.  

The strategy consists of the following four programs: the interest of the Hungarian 

consumer is the primary one, the increase of security of supply, the energy transition for climate 

protection, the integration of technical developments and innovations. (National Energy Strategy 

2030, 2020) 

The new energy strategy further breaks down the above programs into projects. The 

capacity maintenance investment of MVM Paks Nuclear Power Plant has been included in the 

climate-friendly development program of the energy sector as a project to be implemented. 

(National Energy Strategy 2030, 2020) In my opinion, the long-term maintenance of nuclear power 

generation and, as part of this, the Paks II. investment is a prerequisite for the fulfillment of all four 

programs. 

New NATIONAL ENERGY STRATEGY analyzes several power plant scenarios for the 

2040 perspective. It can be stated that none of the variants includes the use of coal-fired technology 

by 2040. CCUS clean coal technologies do not yet have a place in the energy market, but the author 

of the document does not see any domestic use by 2040. Which also requires attention to the fact 

that there is no additional base power plant technology among the capacity variants in addition to 

the new Paks units. Thus, the lignite-fired primary power plant technology, which is planned to be 
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phased out by 2029, is also expected to be largely replaced by energy policy makers on a renewable 

basis.  

The implementation of security of supply must be solved by the system operator and 

electricity traders with weather-dependent renewable capacities that are several times the number 

of new nuclear power installed in Hungary, with periodic gas turbine support. The system operator's 

supply will lack significant electrical inertia and reactive control. Ensuring a balance between 

consumption and production can only be achieved by integrating storage capacities into a system 

that are capable of storing excess energy produced during a relatively low-consumption but 

exceptionally high production period in terms of renewable energy production. Down-regulation 

of renewable production is also an option, but this solution would further reduce the otherwise high 

annual capacity utilization factor of weather-dependent. In the absence of sunshine and wind, 

however, there may be a period of energy shortages when consumer demand can be met either by 

increasing import exposure or by launching costly and high-emission gas turbines. Although the 

construction of energy storage facilities to compensate for the high share of renewables does not 

appear on the illustrative graph in any of the scenarios, their role is essential for security of supply, 

system stability and the fulfillment of climate protection measures. In order to reduce the risks, in 

addition to the existing alternatives, an analysis of a scenario with additional nuclear capacity could 

be performed by displaying it over a longer period of time. This also expands the information 

available to the current policy to carefully design the design of a possible energy mix. 
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